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Address CZ FEROPROFIL 
Libosvary 73 
76861 Bystrice pod Hostynem

Country Czech Republic

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Our main products are horizontal edging machine, vertical glass drilling machine, 5 spindle glass edging machine, glass cutting table and glass stock
rackall with many different accesories.

Main advantages of our machines are: easy to use, quiet operations and low maintenance need. All of our machines provides enough engine power
proved by development and testing in real use.

Vertical glass drilling machine VSV100

Vertical double sided glass drilling machine VSV100 allows operator to drill holes into sheet glass from 3 to 100mm diameter.

The machine is equipped with drill spin regulator for fluent regulation of drill bits, motorized lifting bar with digital measuring of the vertical position and
wheel knob for easy adjusting of vertical position of the loading bar.

Tilting preasure board and tilting preasure ring allows the operator to change the drill bits of both drilling head from the front side of the machine, which
saves the space and time of the operator.

The biggest advantage of glass drilling machine VSV100 is perpendicular drilling the sheet glass with unique mechanism for drilling with both drilling
heads operated by ergonomic handle. Drill bits stop position can be adjusted also from the front side of the machine, just above the control panel.
Lifting bar is equipped with ruller and locking stop points from both sides for adjusting exact extent – great for serial production.

Max. length from drill bit center and lowest position of the loading bar is 900mm, which allows you to drill larger sheets of the glass. Moddified support
frame can be ordered per customers request.
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